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How can we efficiently assess an AI that has changed, without expensive reassessment from scratch?
Results

Differential Assessment Of AI Systems (DAAISy)

Objective: Assess and learn model of true functionality
of an adaptive black-box AI agent that has drifted from
its previously known functionality.

Agent update events
E.g., software update, new deployment,
adapted for user needs, etc.
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(collected once; optimal required only for
identification of reduced functionality)

What Can Change?

Response
Now I understand
what has changed
and how!

Query

DAAISy

• A predicate in an action’s precondition or effect
(also called a PAL-tuple) is either present in the
positive (+)/negative (-) form or is absent (𝜙).
• Possible mode changes: + → -/𝜙, - → +/𝜙, 𝜙 → +/-
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Identify Reduced Functionality
• Cannot infer directly as observations of
reduced applicability are almost never
available!
• Placing the agent in an optimal mode
resolves this challenge.

Increased and reduced
functionality in 𝑀drift

% drift

Identify The Change
Selectively query the agent
and use the responses to
learn the model.

Identify Increased Functionality
• Infer using available observations and the
previously known model.
• If all possible modes for a PAL-tuple that are
consistent with the observations are inconsistent
with the previously known model, it has changed!
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⟨𝑠𝑜 , 𝑠𝑘 ⟩
(Optimal Plan of length k)

Optimal Plan

If length of returned plan < k,
then a subset of actions in this
plan have certainly changed!

Generate a
distinguishing
query and pose it
to the agent

Domain

#Max
PAL-tuples

Relative
#Queries*

Gripper

20

0.43

Miconic

36

0.24

Satellite

50

0.26

Blocksworld

52

0.29

Termes

134

0.23

Rovers

402

0.19

*#Queries by DAAISy/#Queries by reassessing from scratch

¬𝑜𝑛𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑙𝑓 ? 𝑠 𝑜𝑛𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑙𝑓 ? 𝑠

Sparse Optimal Observations
⟨𝑠𝑜 , 𝑎1 , 𝑠1 ⟩ … ⟨𝑠𝑛−1 , 𝑎𝑛 , 𝑠𝑛 ⟩

Model Accuracy

Key technical challenges:
• How to identify what has changed?
• How to identify how has it changed?

Number of queries by AIA
Number of queries by DAAISy

Accuracy of initial model
Accuracy of model computed by DAAISy
Accuracy gained by DAAISy

Number of Queries

Introduction

Reject the
refinement(s) if
inconsistent with
agent’s response

(to achieve the same level of accuracy for 50% drifted models)

†
Theorem :

Models
learned by DAAISy are
guaranteed to be
consistent with the
observations of the
agent
after
the
updated events and
the responses of the
queries posed to it.
†Theorem

1 in the paper.

Conclusion
DAAISy efficiently learns highly accurate models
of an agent’s functionality, using a significantly
lower number of queries as opposed to
relearning from scratch.
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